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Abstract
The parametric eigenspace method is an object
recognition method based on visual learning approach with image coding technique. In this paper,
t o improve matching efficiency, a novel approach to
construct hierarchical dictionary for the parametric
eigenspace method is proposed. In the proposed
constructing method, learning image set is classified hierarchically, and tree-structured dictionary is
constructed from the classification results. For the
learning image set obtained by varying one parameter value, the proposed method determines the class
boundaries that are optimal in the sense of discrimination and least squares. Experimental results show
that the tree-structured dictionaries made by the
proposed method improve matching efficiency without a decrease in recognition accuracy.
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Introduction

The parametric eigenspace method[l] is an object recognition method based on visual learning approach with image coding technique. The eigenspace
method[2, 31 uses principal component analysis to
compress an image data into a low-dimensional feature vector, and represent the image as a point in
a low-dimensional space i.e. the eigenspace. In the
parametric eigenspace method, for each object of interest, a learning image set obtained by varying parameter value (e.g. pose, illumination, etc.) is represented as a parametric manifold in the eigenspace,
and this manifold is used as a dictionary for the
recognition. Given an unknown input image, the
recognition system projects the input image t o the
eigenspace, and recdgnizes the object in the input
image by matching with a point in the dictionary.
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sible for the recognition system to reduce the dictionary size and the matching process time. Furthermore, if the dictionary is constructed from the learning images that were obtained by varying parameter
value continuously, this method is capable of estimating the parameter value from an input image.
Generally, in a visual learning method, every image corresponded to all appearances of the object
should be registered in the dictionary, and consequently an input image must be compared with all
learning images in the dictionary. Therefore, to
make the parametric eigenspace method fit for practical use, it requires further reduction in the dictionary size and the matching process time.
In this paper, to improve matching efficiency, we
propose a novel approach to construct hierarchical
dictionary for the parametric eigenspace method. In
the proposed method, we classify the learning images in the eigenspace hierarchically, and make the
mean image of each class represent all images in the
class. For the learning image set obtained by varying one parameter value (in this paper, we assume
that object is rotated about one axis), we determine
the class boundaries that are optimal in the sense
of discrimination and least squares. Rom the classification results, we construct a tree-structured dictionary in which each node has the mean image of
the class. To reduce the time for recognizing the object and estimating the parameter value, we search
the tree-structured dictionary for the learning image
that corresponds to an input image.
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Parametric Eigenspace Method

Suppose that learning and input images for each
object are obtained in the environment shown in Figure 1. In that environment, the object is rotated
about z-axis at an angle of 8. With the dictionary
constructed from the learning image set, given an
unknown input image, the recognition system identifies the object and estimates its pose 8 in the input
image.
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Figure 1: Experimental environment.

In order t o construct the dictionary, for an object,
we obtain R learning images (each image consists of
N pixels) and regard each learning image as an Ndimensional vector x, (r = 1,2, . . . ,R). From all x,,
we can define the covariance matrix of the image set:

where:
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The eigenvalues An (XI
X2
. . . AN) and the
corresponding eigenvectors e n (n = 1 , 2 , . . . , N) of
Q are determined by solving the eigenstructure decomposition problem:
Anen
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Q capture important appearance variations in the
images, that is:
n
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where the threshold T, is close to, but less than,
unity[4]. Consequently, by using Equation (I),
we can project N-dimensional vector x, to the kdimensional eigenspace:

The dictionary consists of g, ( r = 1 , 2 , . . . ,R )
that are the learning image set projected t o the
eigenspace. Given an unknown input image, the
recognition system projects the input image t o the
eigenspace, and recognizes the object in the input
image by matching with a point in the dictionary.
The dictionaries are constructed in two different
eigenspaces. One is the universal eigenspace that is
determined by all learning images of all objects of
interest, and the other is the object eigenspace that
is determined by learning images of an object. The
dictionary constructed in the universal eigenspace is
used for identifying the object in the input image.
For estimating 8 of each object, the dictionary constructed in each object eigenspace is used.
Figure 2 shows examples of learning image set
and Figure 3 shows their repre~entat~ions
in the
eigenspaces. These learning image sets were obtained by varying
- - 6 through 360". Such learning
image set is represented
a closed curve in the
eigenspace.
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Though all N eigenvectors are needed to restore x,
exactly, a small number (k (( N) is sufficient for
capturing the primary appearance characteristics of
x,. We select k such that the first k eigenvectors of

object 1

Figure 2: Examples of learning image set obtained
in Figure 1 environment.

Figure 3: Learning image sets representations in the
universal and the object eigenspaces (k = 3).
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Hierarchical Dictionary Constructing Method

To improve matching efficiency in the parametric eigenspace method, we construct tree-structured
dictionary. In the proposed method, we classify the
learning image set in the eigenspace hierarchically,
and a t each level we make the mean image of each
class represent all images in the class.
In order to make the mean image of each class
C, (m = 1,2, . . . ,M ) represent all images in C,, it
is necessary to classify the image set into the classes
in which all images included in C, have similar feature and adjacent parameter 6. As shown in Figure 4 (a), this can be restated that 0 corresponded
to the images in C, should be limited within the
@,+I. However, with ordinary clasrange of 0,
sification method that does not take account of parameter continuity, the image set may be classified
as shown in Figure 4 (b) and parameter continuity is not preserved. For this reason, in the proposed method, we classify learning images along the
curve in the eigenspace, and keep continuity of 6 in
Cm. In addition, t o determine the class boundaries
that are optimal in the sense of discrimination and
least squares, we extend the discriminant analysis
method[5] to multi-dimension and multi-class.
As shown in Figure 5, R learning images g, in the
eigenspace are numbered in order of 6, and classified
into Cm. Let the first boundary be set a t g l , and
k, = r denote that the mth boundary is set at gr.
Boundaries k, and classes C, are represented as:

The mean image and the variance of g, in C, are:

The goodness of boundary loci k,
with the separation of C,:

is evaluated

where:

-

1 1 = R. The mean image and the
where k ~ + variance of all g, are independent of k,:

a & , a; and a; have the following relation:

Consequently, Equation (2) is equivalent to the evaluation with the following q ~ :

For this reason we set k, a t k&, those are:
qb(k;,...,kb) =

max

a;(kl,...,k~)/u;

1ltkrn)lR

kk are the optimal boundaries in the sense of not
only discrimination but also least squares.
At each level, the appropriate number of classes
M * is determined by:

Cm has wm probability of including g,, that is:

Figure 4: Classification of learning images in the
eigenspace.

Figure 5: Learning image set and class boundaries
in the eigenspace.

where R is the number of images that are classified
and M is the number of classes. ijh is referred t o as
natural bias, and it represents the r l of~ the classification in which all images are the same and k, are
set a t regular intervals.
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Experiments

We have applied our proposed method to object
recognition experiment. In the experiment, three
objects shown in Figure 2 were used. For each object, 90 learning images were obtained (0 was set a t
every 4"), and other 180 images were obtained (0
was set a t every 2') and used for unknown input
images. The dimensions of the object eigenspace
for objectl,2,3 and the universal eigenspace are 19,
30, 37 and 66 respectively. With three dictionaries DIC-qd, DIC-2d, DIC-2u, we identify the object
and estimate the parameter 0 in the input image.
These dictionaries were constructed with the following methods, especially DIC-2d and DIC-2u were
constructed as binary-tree.
DIC-qd : the class boundaries were determined
with our proposed method, and the number of
classes a t each level was determined by Equation (3).
DIC-2d : the class boundaries were determined
with our proposed method, and the number of
classes at each level was fixed a t two.
DIC-2u : the class boundaries were determined
with ordinary classification method (UPGMA
method[6]) that does not take account of 0 continuity, and the number of classes at each level
was fixed a t two.
In all cases, object identification succeeded, therefore we summarize the experimental result of 0 estimating in Table 1. In Table 1, the counts of comparing the input image with the learning images in the
dictionary and the estimation error of 0 are listed.
To find the learning image that corresponds to
an input image, sequential search needs 90 compari n g ~and its maximum/mean estimation errors are
20/1° respectively. Experimental results show that
our proposed method improves matching efficiency
without a decrease in recognition accuracy.
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Conclusion

In this paper, t o improve matching efficiency, we
propose a novel approach to construct hierarchical
dictionary for the parametric eigenspace method.

Table
nary.

Efficiency and accuracy with each dictiocount of comparing
max.(mean) [times]

sequential
search
object1
DIC-qd
DIC-2d
DIC-2u
object2
DIC-qd
DIC-2d
DIC-2u
object3
DIC-qd
DIC-2d
DIC-2u

estimation error of 6
max.(mean) [deg]

90

(90.0)

2

( 1.00)

20
16
20

(16.5)
(13.1)
(14.7)

2
3
10

( 1.00)
( 1.00)
( 1.31)

20
18
22

(18.7)
(14.0)
(15.3)

2
178
8

( 1.00)
(15.40)
( 1.40)

28
20
26

(26.2)
(13.8)
(17.2)

3
174
8

( 1.00)
(14.20)
( 1.30)

Experimental results show that the t.ree-structured
dictionaries made by the proposed method improve
matching efficiency without a decrease in recognition
accuracy.
In this paper, we assume that the object of interest is rotated about z-axis, however, this method is
applicable t o other cases in which the image set is obtained by varying another parameter. Furthermore,
the proposed methods to determine the boundaries
and the number of classes are capable of using for
general classification problem.
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